Case Study

Market Mix attribution modelling for fortune 50 FMCG client

Market mix attribution modelling for a global Fortune 50 FMCG company
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Objectives:
About Client
Client is a Fortune 50 American
multinational food, snack, and beverage
corporation with an annual revenue of
over 70 billion USD as of 2020. Client
entered India in 1989 and has grown to
become one of the largest MNC food
and beverage businesses in India.

Understanding the impact of various marketing channels and their subcomponents on total sales and determining an optimal marketing mix
• Client wanted to improve marketing efficiency by identifying the
contribution and ROI of certain factors such as promos,
advertisements, etc.
• Client wanted to optimize its spend across conventional and digital
media.

*SKU – stock keeping unit
*ASM – area sales manager

Approach

Market Mix attribution modelling for fortune 50 FMCG client
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Approach Methodology
 Built a market mix model to estimate sales volume contributions and ROI of each marketing channel.
 Identified marketing channels having non linear impact on sales and applied relevant transformations.
 Created independent variables such as no of distributors, holiday flags, temperature, regional demographics, average
percentage discount, average base price, digital Impressions and TV GRP, etc.
 Built a primary model using linear regression with randomized coefficients at region level to find the contributions of
the variables
 Built a secondary linear regression model was built by breaking down the contribution of primary variables into
micro components.
 For example, divide the contribution of TV into categories such as, cable, sports, late night tv, etc.
 Optimized budget allocation with the help of model output by doing simulations for various scenarios.

Project overview
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Understanding the impact of various marketing channels and their sub-components on total sales and
determining an optimal marketing mix
Approach: The first step in attribution modelling involved quantifying the impact of various levers on sales via Marketing Mix Modelling (MMM)

Newspaper increment
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Television increment

Economy
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Digital increment

Base price

Radio increment

Intercept

Trade promotions

As shown above, the total sales volume was broken into base sales and incremental sales due to marketing initiatives (at aggregated level). Using MMM, we
determined the sales impact of each lever (𝛽).
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*SKU – stock keeping unit
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Determining the impact of digital sub-channels on incremental sales volume

•

The output of the first model was used as an input to create a second level model
for each marketing category (e.g. Digital marketing)

•

The impact of each digital media channel like Facebook, affiliate marketing, display
ads, etc., was determined

Affiliate
marketing

Display ads

Paid search
words

Facebook
Digital
Media

Second level model for digital spend attribution
Incremental sales attributable to digital

𝛽𝑥

Incremental sales due to sub-channels
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Drilling down the impact of every sub-channel to each campaign

•

The output of the second model was used as an input to create a third level model for further marketing sub-channels (e.g. Facebook campaigns)

•

The impact of each Facebook campaign on incremental sales attributable to Facebook was determined

Third level model for Facebook campaigns spend attribution
Incremental sales attributable to Facebook

Attribution modelling
drilldown

𝛽` 𝑥 `

Incremental Sales due to campaigns
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*SKU – stock keeping unit
*ASM – area sales manager

Impact
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Market Mix attribution modelling for fortune 50 FMCG client

Value Added to the client
The output of the model is used by the business team for marketing decision to optimize the ROI by realigning the
budget allocation for different channels

Press
conference
Digital
Outdoor
TV
Product price
Promotional
offer

Marketing Mix Modeling – Work Sample
What is happening?

Why is volume changing?

What do I do to optimize investments?

Model decomposes sales patterns to isolate
impacts of marketing and trade activities

Model metrics show which levers drive volume
change over time and media efficiencies

Actionable recommendations provided for primary
levers such as media mix, pricing and TV flighting

Monthly Sales Pattern

Due-to Analysis

Media Mix Simulations

*

Brand A
Brand B

Brand B

Brand C

Brand A
Brand B

Time

Brand A

Brand C

Price Elasticities

Contribution to Sales

* In Liters

ROI for Media

< $1

$1 - $2
> $2

Brand C

Contact Us
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Would you like to connect with us to get advanced analytics solutions for your organization??

Contact Us:
shuchita.jain@transorg.com

TransOrg Analytics

gaurav.Srivastava@transorg.com

www.transorg.com
+91-124-4006248

